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Race 1
#5 Kissesfromheaven- Has made a couple nice sweeping moves
past the ¾ pole and may be fastest of all here.
#2 Stonebridge Frosty- Only has one win in 14 starts on the year
but has the best late closing kick in the field.
#3 Beach Retti- Is yet to miss the board in 5 lifetime starts but four
of those came against much cheaper company.
Race 2
#6 Jason’s Camden- Has won his last 3 starts out with ease and
does not look to be stopping anytime soon.
#4 Lucky June Bug- Has only missed the board once the entire
year and does his best work from off the pace.
#5 Leap Year Lucky- Has chased the top choice in here once
before and was only beaten just over two lengths.
Race 3
#6 Frank Hanover- Only has one win in 7 starts this year but may
like the stretch to the bigger track a lot better then most tonight.

#8 First Response- Has had some breaking issues as of late but if
he can mind his manners he may be a lot faster than he looks.
#7 Electroya- Has been a good 2nd 3 times this year and is racing
for a barn who does very well with young trotters.
Race 4
#4 Design Winner- Has tactical early gate speed and if he is able
to set a soft tempo early on he could take them wire to wire.
#5 Southwind Falcon- Was making a nice move at the ¾ pole last
out before breaking stride and just has stay on gait to be close.
#3 Okay- Qualified well here back on the 17th and may need a
bigger track to show us his best ability.
Race 5
#2 Crown Royal Flush- Has giant early gate speed to make the
lead and will try to take this field coast to coast.
#4 Getting Serious- Has improved immensely in his last two starts
and could be sitting on a giant mile.
#9 Naughty Fenn Way- Has hit the board in 5 of 7 lifetime starts
and just needs to overcome the outside post here tonight.
Race 6
#2 Gimpanzee- Has been an untouched winner in all four lifetime
starts and should blow these away again here tonight.
#5 Chapter Fashion- Has shown some good late closing kick in
recent starts and the bigger track will help him a lot tonight.
#4 JNR Express- Will most likely be coming from off the pace
tonight but will have to improve a lot to beat the top two here.

Race 7
#7 Jake G’s Champion- Made it look easy in his last start out at
Yonkers and could be rounding into better form.
#2 Whimzical Chapter- Qualified well here back on June 8th and if
he can return in that fashion he will be a presence here.
#4 Powerscourt- Has shown versatility over the last few starts and
does his best work from off cover late.
Race 8
#2 Labadee AS- When he minds his manners he is tough to get
by and the stretch to the 7/8 mile oval should help as well.
#7 Full Rights- Races under a barn who does well with young
trotters and is yet to show us his true talent.
#5 Mr Smead- Has only four lifetime starts to his credit and looks
to be improving as of late.
Race 9
#6 Brady Bunch- Has been a model of consistency hitting the
board week in and week out and has experience to his credit.
#7 Kredit Karma- Flashed some big last quarter times at the
Meadowlands back in June and will like the bigger track tonight.
#1 Cavill Hanover- Has won 3 of 5 starts lifetime and his tactical
early gate speed will keep him close past the ¼ pole.

